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Abstract: Given a co-location pattern consisting of spatial features, the prevalent region mining
process identifies local areas in which these features are co-located with a high probability. Many
approaches have been proposed for co-location mining due to its key role in public safety,
social-economic development and environmental management. However, traditionally, most of the
solutions focus on itemsets mining and results outputting in a textual format, which fail to adequately
treat all the spatial nature of the underlying entities and processes. In this paper, we propose a new
co-location analysis approach to find the prevalent regions of a pattern. The approach combines
kernel density estimation and polygons clustering techniques to specifically consider the correlation,
heterogeneity and contextual information existing within complex spatial interactions. A kernel
density estimation surface is created for each feature and subsequently the generated multiple
surfaces are combined into a final surface with cell attribute representing the pattern prevalence
measure value. Polygons consisting of cells are then extracted according to the predefined threshold.
Through adding appended environmental data to the polygons, an outcome of similar groups is
achieved using polygons clustering approach. The effectiveness of our approach is evaluated using
Points-of-Interest datasets in Shenzhen, China.
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1. Introduction

Spatial co-location pattern mining has two main purposes: (1) extracting subsets of spatial features
often located together in geographic proximity [1–6]; and (2) identifying the prevalent regions of a
pattern in which the features are co-located with a high probability [7,8]. This paper focuses on
the second issue. It is essential to have a comprehensive and easy understanding of geographical
relations, particularly under the context of the explosion of spatial data collected by sensors, location
based services and scientific simulation [9,10]. Application domains of co-location patterns include
environmental management, transportation, public safety, business and urban studies [6,11–13].
For example, the correlation between epidemic disease and stagnant water sources can be revealed by
co-location mining. The connectivity relationship between terrestrial and coastal ecosystems is also
interesting in terms of their co-location patterns.

Essentially, spatial co-location mining belongs to the domain of association rule mining [14,15].
It improves the transaction based approaches by incorporating the concept of spatial proximity.
In the past decades, although many techniques have been proposed to extract frequent co-location
patterns, most of them fail to adequately treat all the spatial nature of the underlying entities.
The evaluation of spatial patterns is a difficult data analysis problem that exhibits properties of
location, heterogeneity and contextual dependency. For example, rather than explicit relations stored
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in transaction database, spatial interactions are usually implicit in spatial database and their strength
degrades in reverse proportion to distance, as stated by the Tobler’s first law of geography [16].
In addition, much useful information is hidden at the global scale, showing spatial heterogeneity
across the study region [7,8,17,18]. The emphases of existing co-location mining approaches however
are to materializing transactions for extracting frequent itemsets and outputting results in a textual
format [4,19]. In this respect, although global relations among spatial features can be identified with
traditional approaches, they may miss some valuable information at a local scale. It is necessary
to identify the prevalent regions of the pattern of interest. Furthermore, classifications of prevalent
regions of a pattern are generally based on the available data related to the co-location pattern itself
(i.e., spatial interactions). This could limit the scope of understanding of the causes of a pattern because
its prevalent regions often depend on the environmental or contextual factors (see Section 2.4).

In many cases, it is important to delimitate the prevalent regions of a co-location pattern and
classify these regions by considering both factors of the location and environment. For example,
chemistry contaminated water often causes human disease (e.g., breast cancer) in their nearby regions
with high probability. However, due to numerous locations with human disease in the whole study
region, e.g., a state, we cannot identify that human disease is strongly co-located with chemistry
contaminated water using the standard global measures. For example, the global participation index
PI(P) is defined as [4]:

PI(P) = min fi∈P

{
|I(P, f i)|
|I( f i)|

}
(1)

where P is the co-location pattern of interest containing feature types {f1, f2, . . . , fk}, |I(P, fi)| denotes
the number of distinct objects of fi in co-location instances of pattern P, and |I(fi)| denotes the total
number of objects of fi. Pattern {chemistry contaminated water, human disease}, which could be
prevalent and valuable in some local areas, tends to be diluted due to its insufficient global measure
value. In spatial statistics, many useful indicators are adopted to measure pairwise co-location
patterns [20–22]. However, it is not easy to extend these methods to handle a case with more than
two variables.

As another example, different types of urban services are usually co-located in specific urban
districts. Their agglomeration mechanism in local areas may be caused by their own dependency
relationship or by the environmental factors such as governmental inference and local accessibility
advantage. No research in the literature identifies prevalent regions for a pattern and goes on to
cluster the regions based on location-based and contextual variables. Therefore, it is necessary to
explore new approaches to analyze the prevalent regions of a co-location pattern with contextual
information. The clustering of spatial polygons can be a key role in this issue. Expressing prevalent
regions as polygons and analyzing the similarity between different polygons make the information
easily understood and directly usable by domain experts, especially for the issues evolving spatial
heterogeneity [23].

In general, the challenges of identifying and analyzing the prevalent regions of a co-location
pattern lay in two aspects.

• Spatial heterogeneous characteristics of a co-location pattern are often neglected in previous
methods [3,4,24]. They extracted co-location itemsets by measuring the prevalence of
co-occurrence of spatial features in the whole study region. It is believed that many geographic
processes and relations have spatial extent and should be represented by polygons in spatial
database (e.g., pollution hotspots and mixed urban functional areas) [25,26]. In this paper, we
propose to use kernel density estimation (KDE) to find the prevalent regions (or polygons) of
a co-location pattern. Instead of using KDE for extracting frequent itemsets [27], we show that
delimitating the prevalent regions of a co-location pattern can also be achieved using KDE. KDE
is useful in our context as it can facilitate the representation of a co-location pattern by tessellating
the study region into continuous basic units with prevalence attribute.
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• In the real world, a subset of spatial features may be only prevalent in some local areas.
These regions and the associated patterns are often influenced by different factors, e.g., spatial
interactions and environmental variables. Existing approaches focus on the co-location scoping
or the prevalent regions identifying [7,8], lacking of further support of classifying these regions
to find the shared common cause(s) between them. In this paper, we investigate the contextual
variables in order to develop a comprehensive understanding of the pattern at work. We propose
a polygon-based clustering approach. The approach is an extension of the point-based clustering
solution. It first generates polygons from multiple point datasets using KDE techniques. Then,
it employs a density-based clustering algorithm with polygonal dissimilarity function to cluster
the polygons which correspond to the prevalent regions of the pattern of interest. Although
Flouvat et al. [2] also introduced a point-based clustering approach to summarize co-locations,
their approach is based only on the location-based variable. The polygonal dissimilarity function
used in our approach incorporates both location-based and contextual variables to measure the
distance between prevalent regions.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 introduces our framework, including the
techniques of KDE and polygons clustering for scoping a co-location pattern. Section 3 evaluates our
approach with case studies on the dependency of urban services in Shenzhen city, China. Section 4
concludes our work and suggests future directions.

2. Polygons Clustering and Analysis for Mining Co-Location Patterns

This section firstly introduces our framework in Section 2.1. Sections 2.2 and 2.3 then explain in
detail the major procedures of the framework.

2.1. Framework

The proposed framework consists of four steps (Figure 1). It employs KDE and polygons
clustering techniques to identify and analyze prevalent regions of a co-location pattern from multiple
point datasets:
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Figure 1. Framework for prevalent region analysis using kernel density estimation (KDE) and
polygons clustering.

Step 1. Generate a KDE surface for each feature evolving in the given pattern {f 1, f 2, . . . , fk} (Section 2.2).
After this step, multiple grids with density attribute are achieved for representing the intensity
distribution of events.

Step 2. Combine multiple KDE surfaces into a final surface with prevalence attribute, which represents
the prevalence or strength of the pattern at different locations (Section 2.3). In this step, the local
prevalence measure is implemented.
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Step 3. Generate polygons from the prevalence surface by merging adjacent cells with attribute value
equal to or larger than the predefined threshold (Section 2.3).

Step 4. Measure pair-wise similarity between the polygons by considering both the location-based
and contextual variables, and subsequently employing a density-based clustering algorithm to
cluster the polygons to create a classification of prevalent regions (Section 2.4).

2.2. Generating KDE Surfaces for Point Features

There are two common methods to estimate the spatial density of events across space, namely
quadrat counting and KDE. The quadrat counting method divides the entire region into a certain
number of cells and counts separately the number of events that fall within each cell to calculate
the individual cell density values. Selection of the quadrat size affects the resulting density surface.
The counting method does not consider the spatial relationships across the selected quadrat boundaries,
and thus it may underestimate the intensity of event distributions if the quadrat size is decreased.
It may also disregard some detailed information if the quadrat size is large. The reasons of choosing
KDE method for co-location analysis exist in: (1) KDE method can model the spread of influence of
an event by defining an area around the event where there is an increased possibility for an event to
occur; and (2) KDE method can use arbitrary and homogenous spatial unit for the entire region which
makes surfaces combination and ultimately polygons clustering possible [28–31].

Specifically, rather than considering the count of events within individual cells, the KDE method
places a circular neighborhood around each event point and then applies a mathematical function
(i.e., a kernel function) that goes from the highest at the position of the event point to the lowest at
the bandwidth boundaries. Figure 2 presents an illustration where the kernel value k(p, oi) decreases
with the increase of distance from the ith observation point o to the measuring location p. If the
measuring location falls within the neighborhood of multiple observation points, KDE method sums
these individual kernel values for that measuring location. Kernel density at location p is estimated as:

g(p) =
1

nh2

n

∑
i=1

k(p, oi) (2)

where n is the number of event points, and h is the bandwidth or distance decay threshold.
The kernel function k(p, oi) can take different forms such as Gaussian, Quartic, Conic, etc. It is

widely recognized that the choice of kernel function does not influence density estimation results
significantly [29,31]. In this respect, this study use Quartic function, one of the most common kernel
functions, for our case study. In addition, the effect of using KDE for point datasets is to produce
a smooth and continuous surface. The size of bandwidth can affect the resulting density surface.
For example the larger the bandwidth the smoother the surface will be. The literature review presents
that the choice of bandwidth is somewhat subjective [28,29,31]. The final choice should be adjusted
according to the condition of experimental datasets. We will explain in detail our settings in Section 3.2.
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2.3. Combining KDE Surfaces and Identifying Prevalent Regions of a Pattern

Step 1 generates multiple surfaces whereby the grid cell attribute represents the intensity of events
of different types. These grid surfaces provide the basis for evaluating the probability that different
features co-occur within individual cells. To be part of a prevalent region of a co-location pattern,
a grid cell has to have a high event density level on all the surfaces evolved. In this way, the results are
the prevalent regions where the pattern prevalence is at its most intense.

Figure 3 shows the combining process of multiple KDE surfaces. Firstly, the grid cells which
have a high density attribute value for all the features are selected (see the green and red coloring
cells in Figure 3b). Then, a high prevalence measure value is calculated for the selected cells on the
final surface (see the yellow coloring cells in Figure 3c), by implementing the local measure PI(P, c)
as following:

PI(P, c) = ∏
f∈P

g(c) (3)

where P and c are the co-location pattern and the cell under investigation, respectively. The prevalence
measure is calculated as the product of event density estimations of different features. Based on this
measure, a prevalent location (or cell) is expected to have a high probability PI(P, c) of the pattern
occurring within the cell.
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Figure 3. The process of combining multiple kernel density estimation (KDE) surfaces to create a
prevalence surface with respect to the pattern of interest: (a) original features; (b) generating a KDE
surface for each feature (the bandwidth is two times the size of the grid cell, and high color scale
indicates a large density value); and (c) the final co-location prevalence surface (high color scale
indicates a large prevalence measure value).

After creating the prevalence surface, it is possible to select all the prevalent cells for the pattern
of interest by specifying a prevalence measure threshold. Prevalent regions are formed by the merging
of neighboring cells. A prevalent region could consist of one single cell or multiple cells. Only the
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cells that share one side can be merged together. With iterative merging, each prevalent cell would
be part of a prevalent region, and all the prevalent regions are stored in spatial database as polygons.
Most of the previous co-location mining approaches present results in a textual format or non-spatial
representation [3,4,24,32]. As a comparison, the main objectives of this research are to maintain the
location related information of original data, and establish a basis for the further analysis of the causes
of pattern with environmental variables (see Section 2.4).

2.4. Polygon Dissimilarity Function and Clustering

In this section, we propose a spatial clustering method to classify multiple polygons that have
hidden relations both in location-based and environmental aspects. As demonstrated in Section 2.3,
the input polygons for clustering algorithm are created on the surface of co-location prevalence
measure. Therefore, in order to extract similar groups from polygon dataset, the potential cause(s) that
spatial features co-occur within a local area should be firstly identified. Specifically, the reasons that a
co-location pattern occurs in different regions mainly lie in two aspects: (1) spatial interactions are
usually influenced by the geometric distance between objects, and thus the pattern existing within
near regions are more possible to be due to common cause(s) than those within farther regions;
and (2) in different regions, a pattern is usually formed due to different environmental factors, not just
to the co-located features themselves. For example, as shown in Figure 4, urban facilities may be
located together to achieve benefits from the agglomeration effects of services (the lower-left block
in Figure 4) [33]. This local pattern is due to the spatial interactions between the features themselves.
It should be noted that environmental factors such as street network accessibility or government
involvement also have a large influence on the selection of facility sites (the upper-right block in
Figure 4). Urban environment is a special compact space in which many embedded facilities are
constrained to the spatial alignment of street network for reducing transport cost [5,6]. In this
respect, co-location pattern between facilities existing within different regions may be due to their
own characteristics or to the constraint of street network accessibility. We need to discriminate the
“real” prevalent regions influenced by the underlying spatial features from the others influenced by
environmental conditions.
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Therefore, this section proposes a polygon dissimilarity function that integrates the location-based
and environmental variables to accurately classify the prevalent regions of a pattern of interest.
The details are as follows:

(a) First, the distance between polygons can be measured by different functions including centroid,
separation, min-max, and Hausdorff distance functions [25,26]. Among them, Hausdorff distance
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is defined as the maximum distance of a point in one set to the nearest point in the other set.
Hausdorff distance is appropriate for measuring spatial relations between two polygons due
to its adaptability to concave polygons [25]. In this respect, we choose the Hausdorff distance
function for our method to accurately measure the geometric distance between two prevalent
regions. The mathematical formalization of the Hausdorff distance for two given point sets A
and B is defined as

DH(A, B) = max{maxa∈A{minb∈Bd(a, b)}, maxb∈B{mina∈Ad(a, b)}} (4)

where d(a, b) is usually taken as the Euclidean distance between points a and b. For simplicity, we
use all the vertices on the polygon boundaries to estimate the Hausdorff distance between two
polygons.

(b) Second, domain experts usually intend to identify a group of regions from spatial database
which are not only similar in their spatial locations, but also share one or several common
environmental variable(s). Dissimilarity function based on this condition is different from generic
functions used by previous clustering methods [34]. To comprehensively understand co-location
patterns across different regions, we cluster all the prevalent polygons by considering their
environmental variables related to the pattern, e.g., the underlying street network accessibility and
the government facility density. Given two polygons A and B and their associated environmental
variables {vA1, vA2, . . . , vAn} and {vB1, vB2, . . . , vBn}, we can measure their contextual distance
using the standard Euclidean distance function as following.

DC(A, B) =

√
n

∑
i=1

(vAi − vBi)
2 (5)

where all the environmental attributes vAi and vBi are normalized for integration. Furthermore,
we can also assign different weights to the various variables according to the interest of domains.
Our study chooses equal weights for simplicity.

Based on the above distance functions, we use a weighted sum of the Hausdorff distance and the
contextual distance to define polygon dissimilarity function as following.

DPolygon(A, B) = wHDH(A, B) + wCDC(A, B) (6)

where wH and wC are the weights associated with the Hausdorff distance and the contextual distance,
respectively, and wH + wC = 1 (wH > 0 and wC > 0). The two weights should be adjusted according
to the contributions of location-based and environmental variables for a prevalent region. Based
on the polygon dissimilarity function, we can measure the degree of similarity between any two
prevalent regions with respect to the pattern of interest. The proposed method stores the result
with a dissimilarity matrix; if there is k polygons, the size of matrix would be k × k. In this way,
standard spatial clustering algorithms (e.g., density-based clustering, partitional clustering, etc.) can
be used with this matrix for classifying prevalent regions. We choose DBSCAN (Density-Based Spatial
Clustering of Applications with Noise) algorithm as it does not need to predefine the number of
clusters and is able to discover clusters of arbitrary shapes [33]. Actually, other improved clustering
and co-clustering methods can also be used in our framework [35–37]. This occurs because the key
component of the proposed framework is the calculation of polygon dissimilarity matrix, and it
does not restrict the following subtask using other improved clustering algorithms (e.g., the Shared
Nearest Neighbor algorithm and HOCCLUS2 biclustering algorithm). In addition, the use of a
generic clustering algorithm (e.g., DBSCAN algorithm) enables users to more easily re-implement the
proposed framework.

Our approach extends traditional ones by introducing polygons clustering algorithm. Thus,
the performance of the proposed algorithm largely depends on the computational complexity in
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polygons clustering. Computing the dissimilarity matrix needs to measure the pair-wise dissimilarity
between all the polygons with respect to the concerned variables. Thus, its computational complexity
will be O(k × k × n), where k is the number of prevalent regions and n the total number of
location-based and environmental variables. In addition, the computational complexity of DBSCAN
algorithm is O(k log k) [33]. Based on the above, the polygons clustering algorithm has the complexity
of O(k × k × n) + O(k log k), which is higher than the traditional algorithms that do not need to cluster
the prevalent regions. The traditional algorithms only focus on the step related to the delimitating of
prevalent regions, and lack attention to the analysis of the similarity between the prevalent regions.
Therefore, although the proposed algorithm costs more time, it can find more in-depth information by
generating and clustering the prevalent regions.

3. Experiments

3.1. Data

In order to evaluate our method, we used urban facility points-of-interest (POIs) of Shenzhen,
China, for scoping co-location patterns and clustering their prevalent regions with additional
environmental datasets of street network and government entities (Figure 5). There are three POI
features participating in the co-location mining, including bank, hotel and retail store. Features bank,
hotel and retail store have 1654, 3128 and 888 points, respectively. The reason that we chose urban
facility datasets is due to their implications in regional structure of urban services and functions.
For example, facilities bank, hotel and retail store correspond to the financial function, accommodation
function and retail function of an urban system, respectively. Spatial interactions between contiguous
urban services exist within specific regions, e.g., central business district. Therefore, identifying their
prevalent regions can help urban planners and managers comprehensively understand the urban
system and formulate reasonable policy to improve the urban environment.
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As presented in Section 2.4, the proposed method takes into account the environmental factors that
could influence the prevalence of a co-location pattern in local regions. In this respect, our experiments
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used two additional datasets including the street network dataset and the government entity POIs
dataset. Specifically, the spatial density of street network within individual prevalent regions was used
to indicate the accessibility of the corresponding region, and the density of government entity POIs
was used to indicate how much the local co-location pattern is affected by the governmental inference.
The street network consists of 37,932 network segments, and the number of government entity POIs
is 394.

3.2. Setting

We divided the Shenzhen area into a 750× 367 grid with 100-m cell size. Since the study city covers
an approximate area of 2752 km2, the cell granularity is fine enough to capture the local information
of the experimental datasets. Based on the grid, the KDE function (Equation (2)) is computed for
each feature using a bandwidth of 300 m. As discussed in Section 2.2, there is no universal rule
for determining the bandwidth of KDE, and thus this case study chose the bandwidth according
to the suggestions of scholars [38,39], i.e., a 100–300 m bandwidth is appropriate for analyzing
spatial interactions at the neighborhood scale. Our study region covers the whole metropolitan
area of Shenzhen, and thus we chose the maximum parameter (i.e., 300-m bandwidth) in the interval.
Furthermore, we also used a larger parameter (i.e., 600 m) to comprehensively evaluate the proposed
method (see Section 3.4). The prevalence threshold for creating prevalent polygons is set to 5, which is
about equal to the tail value boundary of the entire prevalence surface using two positive standard
deviations. For the polygon dissimilarity function, both the weight factors were set to 0.5 for balancing
the contributions of location-based variable and environmental variable. DBSCAN clustering algorithm
requires two parameters, i.e., the radius ε and the minimum number of polygons minPolys, to form a
dense cluster [34]. In our experiments, ε and minPolys were set to 0.06 and 5, respectively. Furthermore,
we also used different parameter settings to examine the effectiveness of the proposed approach.

3.3. Results and Analysis

Generally, by representing the intensity distributions of POIs using KDE surfaces, one can identify
simple and intuitive spatial patterns of individual urban services in the study region, e.g., “hot
spots” and “cold spots”. As shown in Figure 6, the spatial distributions of Shenzhen’s financial,
accommodation and retail services are largely consistent across most districts. Some regions exhibit a
co-location pattern with different prevalence level. For example, the western region in Shenzhen has a
high density value of financial services but a low density value of retail services. Therefore, to provide
some interesting association information, we further created two co-location prevalence surfaces from
the KDE surfaces using the prevalence measure PI(P, c) as defined in Equation (3). The combined
surfaces with respect to the size-2 pattern {bank, retail store} and the size-3 pattern {bank, retail store,
hotel} are presented in Figure 7.

As shown in Figure 7, the surfaces present the spatial variations of prevalence of the two patterns.
Specifically, by identifying the surface peaks in Figure 7a, facilities bank and retail store are frequently
co-located within the southern, southwestern and northwestern regions. In addition, the surface peaks
in Figure 7b indicate that facilities bank, retail store and hotel have a strong dependency relationship
in the southern region of Shenzhen. The area of the surface peaks in Figure 7b is shrunk compared to
those in Figure 7a.

Next, we generated prevalent polygons from the prevalence surfaces in which the prevalence
measure value is above a certain threshold (i.e., 5). As presented in Figure 8, these polygons represent
prevalent regions of the pattern in which all the urban services evolved are concentrated above a
certain level. The numbers of the polygons in Figure 8a,b are 20 and 30, respectively. In this way, it is
intuitive to capture the range and extent of the patterns of interest. Under the research background
of this study, further analysis can be done to help urban managers implement the policy zoning of
urban system.
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Furthermore, we calculated the dissimilarity function between all the pairs of the polygons.
There are two types of dissimilarity functions for our case: i.e., the simple function based solely
on the Hausdorff distance and the hybrid function based on both the Hausdorff distance and the
contextual distance. The contextual distance is based on the factor that contextual environment has an
important role in the formation of co-location patterns in local areas. For our case study, the contextual
distance is measured using the street network accessibility and the government facility density. More
specifically, the street network accessibility in each region is calculated by dividing the total length
of the street segments fallen within the region by the area of the polygon. The government facility
density in each region is calculated by dividing the total number of the government facility POIs fallen
within the region by the area of the polygon. Based on the two indicators, we then integrated the
hybrid dissimilarity function into the standard DBSCAN algorithm. As shown in Figure 9, the final
clustering results can be utilized to summarize what characteristics the prevalent regions in the same
groups share.
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Figure 8. The prevalent regions created from the hotspots of the prevalence surfaces (Figure 7) with
respect to the: (a) size-2 pattern {bank, retail store}; and (b) size-3 pattern {bank, retail store, hotel}.

We further implemented the DBSCAN algorithm based on the simple dissimilarity function to
demonstrate the effectiveness of our approach. Specifically, as presented in a zoom-in portion of the
results using the simple dissimilarity function and the hybrid dissimilarity function (Figure 10), we can
find that the clusters vary greatly with different functions. For example, polygons highlighted by the
circle in Figure 10b are clustered as the same group due to their near locations, while by incorporating
the contextual factors most of them are identified as belonging to different groups (Figure 10a).
The clustering result as shown in Figure 10b comes from the simple awareness of the common cause(s)
existing between near regions or patterns. However, the accessibility constraint and governmental
inference usually have a great influence in promoting the co-location of urban services in local regions,
even if these regions are distributed in distant places. For example, as presented in Figure 10a, although
Region 2 is closer to Region 1 than Region 3, our approach identifies Regions 1 and 3 as belonging
to the same cluster (i.e., Cluster 3) and Region 2 as belonging to Cluster 1. Therefore, the proposed
method, which considers the location-based and contextual variables, is very helpful for domain
experts to identify the causes that result in the spatial heterogeneity of a co-location pattern.
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Figure 10. A more detailed comparison of clustering result: based solely on location-based variable (b);
and based on both location-based variable and environmental variables (a) (i.e., the street network
accessibility and the government entity density), for the size-2 pattern {bank, retail store}.

3.4. Effects of Parameter

In the next experiment, we evaluated the effectiveness of the proposed approach with a larger
parameter (i.e., 600-m bandwidth). Other parameters are the same as in the previous experiments.
Since a larger bandwidth will produce a smoother KDE surface for individual features, the combined
prevalence surface with respect to the pattern of interest could achieve an increasing smooth
characteristic with the increase of bandwidth. In this respect, the prevalent regions identified with a
larger bandwidth are more wide-ranging, and the clustering algorithm creates a larger agglomeration
with the merging of neighboring polygons (Figure 11).
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Figure 11. Results of identifying and clustering prevalent regions using a bandwidth of 600 m, for the:
(a) size-2 pattern {bank, retail store}; and (b) size-3 pattern {bank, retail store, hotel}.

Secondly, we evaluated the effect of different radiuses in the DBSCAN algorithm. As shown
in Figure 12, with the increase in radius, a neighborhood area becomes larger and the number of
clusters decreases. The size of clusters also increases with increase of the radius. We can observe
that the polygons in Shenzhen’s southern area are merged into a single cluster in Figure 12b. Thus,
the parameter of radius should be carefully designed according to the spatial scale of applications.
For example, the district-level planning could choose a larger radius and the subdistrict-level planning
could choose a smaller parameter.
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Figure 12. Results of clustering prevalent regions using the radius: (a) ε = 0.05; and (b) ε = 0.07, for the
size-3 pattern {bank, retail store, hotel}. The bandwidth is 300 m.

Then, we compared the effect of the minimum number of polygons in the DBSCAN algorithm.
The increase of minimum number of polygons makes the ε-neighborhood harder to be “dense” and
decreases the number of core polygons (or clusters). As shown in Figure 13, polygons tend to form
small-sized clusters with increase of the minimum number of polygons.
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Figure 13. Results of clustering prevalent regions using the minimum number of polygons:
(a) minPolys = 4; and (b) minPolys = 6, for the size-3 pattern {bank, retail store, hotel}. The bandwidth is
300 m.

Next, we evaluated the effect of the weight of distances in the algorithm. When the weight wC
is larger than wH , the contribution of environmental variables is larger than that of location-based
variable (please see Equation (6)). As shown in Figure 14a, most of the polygons in the city are grouped
into a single cluster, even though some polygons are distributed in remote regions. This occurs because
a small weight of wH can weaken the effect of the location-based variable in polygons clustering,
and most of the polygons in the city have a similar environmental variable. In contrast, when the
weight wC is smaller than wH , nearby polygons are more likely to form a cluster (Figure 14b).
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In addition, we examined the influence of different prevalence thresholds (PI) on the final 
result. As shown in Figure 15, the increase of PI threshold makes prevalent regions less and 
increases the number of clusters. The larger PI threshold leads to a higher concentration of features. 
Thus, the delimitated areas by a higher threshold could better express the pattern’s prevalence.  

Figure 14. Results of clustering prevalent regions using the distance weights: (a) wH = 0.3
and wC = 0.7; and (b) wH = 0.7 and wC = 0.3, for the size-3 pattern {bank, retail store, hotel}.
The bandwidth is 300 m.

In addition, we examined the influence of different prevalence thresholds (PI) on the final result.
As shown in Figure 15, the increase of PI threshold makes prevalent regions less and increases
the number of clusters. The larger PI threshold leads to a higher concentration of features. Thus,
the delimitated areas by a higher threshold could better express the pattern’s prevalence.
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Finally, although our experiments only considered two contextual variables in the polygons
clustering approach, any other variables (e.g., population density) associated with urban service
patterns can also be integrated into the polygon dissimilarity function to provide a more comprehensive
tool for domain experts. The choice of contextual variables should be adjusted according to the interest
of domain experts.

4. Conclusions and Outlook

Traditional spatial co-location pattern mining approaches are useful to identify universal spatial
relations existing in the whole study region by outputting the results in a textual format. This paper
has proposed a novel approach for identifying and classifying the prevalent regions of a co-location
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pattern with a particular focus on the spatial heterogeneity property of spatial interactions. The main
contributions of this paper are summarized as follows.

(1) Firstly, this paper proposed a new polygon clustering framework for delimitating and classifying
the prevalent regions of a co-location pattern.

(2) Secondly, Polygons generated by combining multiple KDE surfaces give the prevalent regions
of the pattern of interest, which may be pruned in traditional approaches because of its low
prevalence measure value at the global scale. In this way, we can capture some valuable
information hidden within a local area.

(3) Thirdly, the addition of environmental datasets provides us a more comprehensive means of
classifying the prevalent regions not only from geometric distance perspective but also from
contextual perspective. A polygon dissimilarity function based on Hausdorff distance and
contextual distance is integrated into the clustering algorithm to identify similar prevalent
regions of a pattern that may be formed by several common cause(s). In this way, we can identify
whether a local co-location pattern is formed by the features themselves or by their contextual
environments (e.g., accessibility).

The proposed approach was applied to the analysis of co-location patterns of urban services.
We could delimitate the prevalent regions of the patterns of urban services, and extract the groups of
these regions by considering location-based and contextual factors that are usually ignored by existing
approaches. The key idea of our study is to expand the existing framework to investigate interesting
regions in which multiple features are frequently co-located due to their own spatial interactions or the
environmental factors. Our method is an alternative from the co-location mining with rare features [40]
to resolve pattern loss.

The study offers several interesting areas for further research. For example, as shown in Figure 3,
we can define and represent the combining process of KDE surfaces using the RGB color model where
red stands for feature B, green stands for feature A. In this way, each cell is assigned a triple (red-value,
green-value, blue-value) according to the density estimation of events of different features within the
cell. For example, in Figure 3, the cells with high density values of feature A and feature B get a high
yellow value according to the RGB model theory of “Red + Blue = Yellow”. Finally, with the increasing
collection of large volumes of spatial datasets, our future work will test the proposed approach under
different domain applications. For example, it is interesting to investigate the reasons that ecological
species are frequently co-located within several local areas, instead of the entire region.
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